icroorganisms are the most ancient, the most phylogenetically diverse and the most widespread form of life on Earth 1 . A single gram of soil can harbour thousands of microbial species 2 . The metabolic and biosynthetic versatility of microorganisms is equally impressive: the number of discovered prokaryotic protein-coding genes is orders of magnitude greater than those of all plants and animals combined 3, 4 . Metabolic pathways encoded in microorganisms drive the bulk of elemental cycles in most ecosystems, shaping Earth's surface chemistry over billions of years 5 . Yet, our mechanistic understanding of microbial systems (microbial communities and coupled abiotic physicochemical processes) remains in its infancy. The enormous microbial diversity presents major challenges to modelling microbial systems and to explaining patterns of community variation across space and time. Moreover, many questions in ecosystem ecology and biogeochemistry require knowledge of the variation in microbial metabolic functions, rather than just taxonomic composition.
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Despite the high microbial diversity, most major biogeochemical reactions are driven by a limited set of energy-transducing metabolic pathways, each of which is found in a variety of microbial clades 5 . Functional community profiling -describing communities in terms of metabolic functions of interest -can simplify microbial systems to a level permissible to mathematical modelling and can reveal patterns of community structuring across environmental gradients [6] [7] [8] [9] . A wave of recent studies in a multitude of environments, ranging from soil to the ocean and to the human gut [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , suggest that certain metabolic functions are strongly coupled to certain environmental factors and can, in many cases, appear decoupled from the species assemblages associated with them at a given place and time. Quantification of microbial diversity involved in various metabolic functions also revealed that communities typically exhibit high 'functional redundancy' with respect to a multitude of functions, in the sense that each metabolic function can be performed by multiple coexisting, taxonomically distinct organisms 9, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Much confusion exists currently over the meaning of these patterns; however, their proper interpretation is paramount to understanding the mechanisms controlling microbial community composition and function. In this Perspective, we provide interpretations for these patterns and discuss the powerful paradigm emerging from them, uniting the roles that function, functional redundancy and taxonomy play in shaping microbial systems.
Disentangling function from taxonomy in microbial systems
One of the first comparative metagenomic surveys of microbial communities 19 showed that functional profiles (in terms of the genes found in communities) were highly correlated with the type of sampled environment (seawater versus soil, and so on), suggesting that the environment selected for specific functions. A subsequent comparison of gut microbiota between different human hosts revealed that the taxonomic composition of microbiomes varied strongly across hosts while their community gene content was strongly conserved 11 . Similarly, in a survey of bacterial communities on the macroalgae Ulva australis, communities appeared to be Microbial communities often exhibit incredible taxonomic diversity, raising questions regarding the mechanisms enabling species coexistence and the role of this diversity in community functioning. On the one hand, many coexisting but taxonomically distinct microorganisms can encode the same energy-yielding metabolic functions, and this functional redundancy contrasts with the expectation that species should occupy distinct metabolic niches. On the other hand, the identity of taxa encoding each function can vary substantially across space or time with little effect on the function, and this taxonomic variability is frequently thought to result from ecological drift between equivalent organisms. Here, we synthesize the powerful paradigm emerging from these two patterns, connecting the roles of function, functional redundancy and taxonomy in microbial systems. We conclude that both patterns are unlikely to be the result of ecological drift, but are inevitable emergent properties of open microbial systems resulting mainly from biotic interactions and environmental and spatial processes.
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assembled on the basis of functional genes rather than species 12 . These findings suggest that alternative microbial assemblages can exhibit similar community gene profiles selected by their environment. In line with this perspective, a recent study of bacterial and archaeal communities inside the foliage 'tanks' of bromeliad plants 14 found that the functional composition of communities (in terms of genes involved in various energy-transducing functions; Fig. 1c,d ) was highly conserved across bromeliads. In contrast, the taxa associated with each functional group (that is, capable of performing a specific metabolic function) varied strongly between bromeliads 14 , regardless of the taxonomic resolution used (up to class level; Fig. 1a,b) . Hence, the taxonomic composition within functional groups must have been shaped by additional factors that are distinct from the factors shaping the functional structure of communities, that is, taxonomic composition and functional composition (genetic potential) appeared 'decoupled' . A similar decoupling between various metabolic functions and taxonomic community composition has been repeatedly observed in experiments with bioreactors, such as for nitrogen removal or methane production, where a high variation in taxonomic community composition over time coincided with stable bioreactor performance 10, 15, 17, [20] [21] [22] [23] . In the following, we discuss conditions and mechanisms that could promote this frequently observed phenomenon.
The contrast between stable functional composition and variable taxonomic composition seen in the aforementioned studies [10] [11] [12] 14, 15, 17, [20] [21] [22] [23] reflects a weak association between many functions and prokaryotic phylogeny. Indeed, a large fraction of metabolic functions are not monophyletic 24, 25 , that is, no single clade is the sole representative for any of those functions. Thus, while the phylogenetic placement of an organism in principle determines its metabolic potential (given sufficient resolution and/or trait conservatism), the reverse need not be true, that is, metabolic potential is not necessarily indicative of a specific clade (a notable exception being oxygenic photosynthesis 25 ). Adaptive loss of function or genome streamlining 26 , convergent evolution and horizontal gene transfer 27 all erode the phylogenetic signal of many traits 24 . Horizontal gene transfer also leads to low genetic linkage of traits within genomes and hence to reassortment of traits between genomes 28 . Some Escherichia coli strains, for example, overlap by less than 40% in their protein-coding genes 29 . The phylogenetic scale on which functions are conserved varies strongly between functions 25, 30 , and even for single functions phylogenetic conservatism can vary between clades (Fig. 2a,b) . For example, the ability to respire sulfate is shared by all cultured members of the families Desulfobacteraceae, Desulfohalobiaceae and Desulfomicrobiaceae, but only by a subset of the genus Archaeoglobus 14 (one column per sample, one colour per gene group). Note the more variable taxonomic composition across bromeliads (a,b), compared with the relatively conserved metagenomic composition (c,d).
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and conserved within distinct clades of varying depths, there exists no taxonomic resolution at which taxa either always or never exhibit that function. Consequently, there exists no single taxonomic resolution at which taxonomic variation unambiguously reflects functional variation, and at which environmental selection of certain functions (such as the presence of oxygen selecting for aerobes) unambiguously translates to a selection of specific taxa.
A partial to complete decoupling of certain functions from particular taxonomic assemblages seems to be almost inevitable, given that the same functions can be performed by alternative taxa (Fig. 2c) . Nutrient supply rates, irradiance, geochemical gradients, environmental transport processes and stoichiometric balances between pathways across organisms can strongly constrain reaction rates, and energy yields from metabolic pathways further affect the possible growth rates of functional groups 8, 32, 33 . While each function can of course only be performed by certain taxa, the aforementioned factors may exert little control over which of those taxa perform each function in a particular situation. Reciprocally, bulk biochemical flux rates may exhibit low sensitivity to taxonomic changes within functional groups over space or time. In support of this interpretation, a global biogeographical study in soil found that abiotic soil characteristics largely explained the variation in the abundances of nitrogen cycling pathways, but only weakly explained the taxonomic composition within the corresponding functional groups 13 . Similar observations have also been made for a broad range of metabolic functions across the global ocean 6, 9 . Reciprocally, a recent metaanalysis found that an inclusion of taxonomic community composition, in addition to environmental variables, as predictors of carbon and nitrogen process rates improved predictive power in only 29% of considered studies, with the adjusted R 2 only increasing from 0.56 to 0.65 on average 34 . Which functions are strongly controlled by the environment -thus being less sensitive to taxonomic variationdepends on the type of ecosystem, and in particular on the redox disequilibria available for energy gain and the physical-chemical boundary conditions. In experiments, broadly distributed functions such as respiration, overall carbon catabolism and biomass production often seem more resistant to changes in taxonomic community composition or diversity than narrow functions such as the degradation of specific compounds [35] [36] [37] [38] . A possible reason for this pattern is that broad functions may be more functionally redundant and thus better buffered against taxonomic shifts caused by biotic or abiotic disturbance 39 . Thermodynamically favoured endpoints of linear catabolic pathways may also be less sensitive to taxonomic variation than individual intermediate steps that can be performed in alternative ways. For example, models for methanogenic bioreactors fed continuously with glucose suggest that the relative flux rates through 'alternative' catabolic pathways (such as the various alternative routes from glucose to volatile fatty acids and eventually to methane; Fig. 3 ) may be less stable in the face of taxonomic shifts than the overall methane production rate 40 . Some studies have observed strong correlations between functional and taxonomic community composition, for example across strong redox gradients 41 . We emphasize that when environmental conditions vary, selection for specific metabolic functions will generally cause changes in taxonomic community composition in addition to the taxonomic variation occurring within functional groups. Therefore, when comparing communities over space or time, the correlation between functional and taxonomic community composition will depend on the relative importance of mechanisms selecting for specific functions versus mechanisms causing variation within functional groups (discussed below), as well as on the phylogenetic distribution of those functions. 
We point out that functional community structure can in principle be defined with respect to any arbitrary set of functions (and observed spatiotemporal patterns will depend on the choice of functions), although particular attention is typically devoted to energy-transducing metabolic functions involved in major elemental cycles 5 or of particular industrial importance 17 . We also mention that some authors define 'functional response groups' , that is, organisms that respond similarly to specific environmental factors, and distinguish those from 'functional effect groups' , that is, organisms with a similar effect on specific ecosystem functions 42 . Here we avoid this terminology, however, partly because (metabolic) functional groups (sensu this Perspective) can usually be seen both as effect groups and as response groups. Further, as discussed above, metabolic function and taxonomic variation within metabolic functional groups constitute complementary and disentangled facets of many microbial systems, and can yield insight into markedly different processes 9, 14 .
Functional redundancy is widespread in microbial systems
A large fraction of metabolic genes appeared early in Earth's history 27 and, as discussed above, over geological time propagated into multiple microbial clades 5, 27 . Today, on global scales, most metabolic functions can be potentially performed by a wide range of extant taxa. More strikingly, even on local scales, the enumeration of taxa associated with each metabolic function, either by taxonomic binning of metagenomic sequences 13 or by functional classification of taxa 9 , often reveals a coexistence of multiple distinct organisms capable of performing similar metabolic functions 9, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] 38, 43 . For example, hundreds of microorganisms capable of hydrogen oxidation can coexist in groundwater 18 , and hundreds of oxygenic photoautotrophs can coexist in the ocean surface 9, 44 . In a sub-seafloor aquifer, dozens of genomes had the potential to oxidize sulfide for energy and at least 15 genomes were capable of complete denitrification 43 . In methanogenic digesters, cellulose hydrolysis can be concurrently performed by dozens of different organisms 17 . In nitrifying bioreactors, typically multiple ammonia-oxidizing bacteria coexist and exhibit variable relative abundances over time 15, 16 . Functional redundancy, it seems, is a common aspect of many microbial systems. That said, it is clear that the degree of functional redundancy in any given system depends on the function considered. In the sunlit and oxygen-rich ocean surface, for example, photoautotrophy and oxygen respiration are generally much more redundant than sulfate respiration and methanogenesis 9 . Functional community structure (and thus functional redundancy) could in principle be defined at various levels of detail, for example further differentiating functions based on reaction kinetics. Some authors consider organisms functionally redundant only if they can readily replace each other due to high ecological similarity 45 , although the same authors acknowledge that this criterion is rarely met in practice. Other authors only define organisms as redundant if they are able to perform a function at the same rate, given the same environmental conditions 46 . The latter requirement can be hard to test in practice, and sequencing data rarely allow inference of enzyme kinetics beyond the types of reaction potentially catalysed. The practicality of such a definition is also limited by the fact that the metabolic activity of a population depends on the overall community state, such as the presence of syntrophic partners, phages or bacteriocins. Moreover, bulk process rates could be largely constrained by physicochemical characteristics of the environment, such as spatial transport rates across sediment columns or substrate supply rates in bioreactors. Populations of distinct taxa with different reaction kinetics may thus induce different or similar biochemical flux rates, depending on the detailed environmental set-up and the current state of the community. We thus argue that a definition of functional redundancy indicating the mere ability of multiple distinct organisms to perform a specific function, as used in this Perspective (glossary in Box 1) and as observed in many environments, is of greater practical relevance than the more . c, Focus on three seemingly redundant organisms, catabolizing glucose to acetate. Realized niche differentiation and coexistence can be enabled by trait differences beyond the type of substrates used, potentially including susceptibility to different phages (blue versus purple), different strategies for foraging, attachment to particles and biofilm formation, different nitrogen pools used (nitrate . For example, functional redundancy (sensu this Perspective) is often linked to the stability of functions against environmental perturbations 39 and, as we discuss below, can yield insight into important community processes.
Mechanisms promoting functional redundancy
A high functional redundancy with respect to energy-transducing metabolic pathways has long been observed in macrobial communities 47 . Almost all plants, for example, share a common metabolic niche -they are oxygenic photoautotrophs. In microbes and macrobes alike, functional redundancy indicates that additional factors beyond the mere availability of different energy sources must be controlling diversity. Indeed, Tilman's classical competition theory 48, 49 asserts that at steady state and in a well-mixed system, any given resource -such as an electron donor or acceptor -can only be limiting to at most a single persisting population. This population will be the one that can maintain a steady size at the lowest possible resource level, as all other populations are either outcompeted or limited by a different resource. While steady state and perfect mixing arguably represent an idealized situation, Tilman's competition theory provides a benchmark -a minimum expectation -with which observed diversity can be compared. The apparent disconnect between the theoretical expectation of one species persisting per limiting resource and the observed diversity of life has been explained for macrobial communities in several ways 47 . First, spatial and temporal heterogeneity either in the identity of the limiting resource or in environmental conditions, combined with response differences between species, may effectively create multiple niches. Second, competitive exclusion can be disrupted by biotic interactions such as predation, or be offset by dispersal from a regional pool. Importantly, species may show tradeoffs between traits involved in resource competition and those involved in environmental tolerance, predator resistance or dispersal 47 .
Similarly to macroorganisms, functional redundancy in microbial communities may be promoted by differentiation along other niche axes than just metabolic resources, including differences in their response to environmental perturbations, differences in attachment strategies to particles 17 , differences in chemotactic strategies for exploring nutrient gradients and finding food particles 50, 51 , differences in the number and type of lyase genes for specific polysaccharides (for example, alginate) 28 , fluctuating nutrient concentrations combined with different growth kinetics 52 , limitation by different trace nutrient 53 , and predation by phages and protist grazers 54, 55 . Trade-offs between nutrient acquisition and resistance to phage predation 56 , for example, may enable coexistence of competitors 57 , although the precise effects of phages on microbial communities remain uncertain 55, 58 . Intransitive competitive dynamics, whereby multiple pairs of competing species collectively have no clear winner, may also play a role via antibiotic warfare 59, 60 . It is likely that metabolically overlapping microorganisms differentiate ecologically in many more ways that we can currently identify, and hence community assembly takes place in a high-dimensional (multifactorial) space. Indeed, recent gene cataloging efforts across microbial genomes revealed hundreds of thousands of gene clusters with largely uncharacterized function 3 . In view of these observations, functional redundancy almost seems like an inevitable outcome in open microbial systems -systems where diversity is not limited by low immigration rates.
Care must be taken when assessing the metabolic niche utilized by an organism solely based on its metabolic potential, for example, inferred from its genome. Populations with a similar metabolic repertoire ('fundamental' metabolic niche 61 ) may specialize on distinct nutrients, thus exhibiting separate 'realized' niches that may be expressed at the transcriptional level 51, 62 . In particular, a functional group may appear as highly redundant even if only a few members actively perform that function at a time, as some members can exhibit alternative modes to gain energy while others may simply be inactive. The metabolic functions performed by a given population generally depend on environmental conditions as well as on the presence and activity of other community members 58 . We emphasize that the predictions of classical competition theory, discussed above, still apply even if organisms in a community are metabolically multifunctional. That is, at steady state the number of coexisting organisms cannot exceed the number of resources (including metabolic byproducts) limiting the growth of at least one organism 49 . For example, while two hydrogenotrophic methanogens may coexist in the same environment, at steady state they cannot be limited by the same hydrogen pool. Fine-scale spatial segregation in a non-well-mixed environment is one possible mechanism enabling coexistence. For example, organisms with similar nutritional preferences can reside and obtain their nutrients within distinct biofilms and can thus co-exist on larger scales 51 . In these cases, however, it is important to realize that populations in distinct biofilms do not compete for the same nutrient pools and thus have distinct realized niches.
Functional redundancy does not imply neutrality
A previous study hypothesized that functional redundancy within a metabolic niche may reflect quasi-neutral coexistence of competitors 63 . However, as discussed above, coexisting microorganisms specializing on the same energy source not only typically differ in terms of their enzyme efficiencies and growth kinetics, but also in other traits influencing their growth rates under specific conditions. While differences between members of a functional group are generally acknowledged, controversy exists as to whether certain patterns of microbial community assembly may nevertheless be explained by neutral processes 64, 65 . In analogy to neutral theories from macrobial ecology 66 , the authors of one study 67 developed a neutral model for local microbial community assembly based solely Functional redundancy (with respect to a given function) . The coexistence of multiple distinct taxa or genomes capable of performing the same focal biochemical function. Functional structure (of a community). Relative abundances of various focal functional groups, or of genes associated with focal functions. Ecological drift. Fluctuations in relative population sizes due to the stochastic nature of birth-death events in finite populations 79 .
Metabolic niche (in an ecosystem).
The ability for organisms to gain energy for growth using a specific metabolic pathway (for example, H 2 /CO 2 methanogenesis) or half-reaction (for example, use of a specific electron acceptor for respiration).
Metabolic niche effects (on community assembly).
Mechanisms selecting for organisms able to exploit specific metabolic niches. Such mechanisms may include the availability of light for photosynthesis, or of sulfate as an electron acceptor for respiration. Microbial system. A microbial community, its metabolites in the extracellular environment and bidirectionally coupled abiotic physicochemical processes, including physical transport processes and abiotic chemical reactions. Analogous to 'ecosystem' , but focusing on microbial members instead of macrobial food webs.
PersPective Nature ecOlOgy & evOlutiON on stochastic immigration and ecological drift (fluctuations due to the stochasticity of birth/death events in finite populations), while omitting speciation -a common element of macrobial neutral theories. They concluded 67 that stochastic immigration and ecological drift are important factors in shaping prokaryotic communities, particularly within metabolic functional groups 67, 68 . Following this study 67 , neutral models have been used to partly explain microbial biogeographical patterns in diverse environments, including animal guts 69 , soil 70 , bioreactors 71 , tree holes 72 and biofilms 73 . It has also been suggested that ecological drift within functional groups may partly explain species turnover over time, for example in bioreactors 74, 75 , in subsurface waters 76 and in stream catchments 77 . We emphasize that complex or apparently stochastic changes in taxonomic composition within functional groups, even in closed systems, should not be confused for ecological drift. In fact, ecological drift is rarely a valid explanation for taxonomic turnover within functional groups, as observed for example in bioreactors over time 15, 17, 74, 75 . This is because the importance of ecological drift, in contrast to selection processes, diminishes at large population sizes and/or large ecological differences between competitors 78, 79 . In bioreactors and most natural environments, cell densities can be extremely high (up to 10 13 cells l −1 in bioreactors 80 ) to the point that selection processes would clearly dominate over ecological drift. Indeed, neutral stochastic birth-death models predict that even at low population sizes (10 4 cells), it would take a relatively rare organism (1% proportion) in a community consisting of equal competitors on average more than 1,600 days to reach a proportion of 30% solely via ecological drift (based on a generation time of 1 day 40 ). When even a weak competitive advantage is assumed for one of the organisms (5% higher expected growth rate), both populations closely follow the deterministic trajectory predicted from competitive exclusion (fraction of explained variance 0.98 ± 0.02 s.d.; see Supplementary Methods). Hence, the effect of drift on population trajectories becomes negligible even under weak competitive differences. We note that the above model parameters are quite conservative. Indeed, microbial populations typically comprise more than 10 4 cells and it is not uncommon to observe extremely rare taxa (< 0.1% proportion) replacing previously dominant and metabolically similar taxa within just a few weeks, even under constant environmental conditions 10, 15, 22, 75 . Moreover, even strains of the same species can exhibit vastly different substrate affinities (for example, up to 400% difference 81 ) or distinct susceptibilities to specialist phages 55, 58 . Consequently, the probability that competitors have sufficiently similar growth rates over a sufficient period of time for drift to be a noticeable driver of taxonomic turnover is extremely low. Hence, while functional redundancy -either on a local or regional scale -is a necessary condition for taxonomic turnover within functional groups, turnover itself is generally not explained by ecological drift. Consistent with this prediction, a recent largescale analysis of human microbiomes 82 found that fewer than 1% of communities satisfied Hubbel's neutral theory of biodiversity 66 . Similarly, a survey of bromeliad microbiomes found that assembly within functional groups was far from neutral, despite their constant functional structure, high functional redundancies and highly variable taxonomic composition between bromeliads 14 . Even in plant and animal ecology, where population sizes are much lower than in typical microbial communities, clear evidence for a strong role of ecological drift (for example, compared with selection) is rare 79 . As ecological drift generally can't explain taxonomic turnover within functional groups, this turnover must result from ecological differences between members of a functional group and, potentially, dispersal processes. Previous studies indeed suggested limited dispersal as an important source of taxonomic variation between sites, based on random phylogenetic structure of early colonists during succession 83 , increasing taxonomic richness over time in semi-open incubations 84 , or -more commonly -a decay of community similarity with increasing geographical distance 85, 86 . The latter studies remain inconclusive, however, because a distance decay in community similarity can also be caused by spatially correlated environmental heterogeneity. For example, accounting for environmental heterogeneity was found to explain all or most of the correlation between distance and microbial community dissimilarity in salt marshes 87 , in the global ocean 9 and between bromeliads 14 . Environmental heterogeneity is generally hard to rule out as a cause of spatial variation of taxonomic community composition without thorough environmental measurements.
In experiments with replicate bioreactors operated under constant conditions, microbial community composition followed complex but reproducible trajectories over periods ranging from weeks to months 20, 22, 88 . This suggests that taxonomic turnover within functional groups in the absence of obvious environmental variation can be driven by intrinsic and at least partly deterministic processes. Such intrinsic processes may include 'killing-the-winner' type phage-host interactions, where specialist phages repeatedly induce the collapse of dominant microbial populations, although experimental evidence for this mechanism remains rare 89 . Other proposed mechanisms include antibiotic warfare 59, 60 , rapid evolution of crossfeeding 90 and adaptive niche construction 91 . Every species may thus be affected by a distinct combination of biotic and abiotic factors that modulate its instantaneous growth rate, even if its metabolic potential overlaps with other members of the community 45 . These factors may be frequency-dependent and may include a stochastic component, for example due to mutations or horizontal gene transfer events. In practice, chaotic population dynamics 92 may obscure the distinction between deterministic and stochastic assembly processes. Further, on regional scales infrequent dispersal may add stochasticity to community assembly in a way that cannot be explained by intrinsic dynamics alone. Hence, even if all environmental factors were known at a specific moment in time, taxonomic community composition may not be perfectly predictable.
Conclusions
Frequently perceived as an indication of neutral assembly, functional redundancy is actually a manifestation of the ecological diversity of microorganisms capable of a particular metabolic function. Functional redundancy is an inevitable emergent property of open microbial systems that becomes visible when a high-dimensional trait space is projected to a lower-dimensional function space of interest. It may thus be seen as a partial measure of diversity, namely diversity within functional groups, that is mathematically complementary to functional richness of a community, just as the taxonomic composition within functional groups can be considered complementary to functional community structure 9, 14 . We speculate that the degree of functional redundancy in open microbial systems may be a stabilized systemic property that is largely determined by the type of environment and the functions considered. This hypothesis may be particularly true for natural systems with continuous exposure to immigration, such as the open ocean, where a balance between immigration and local extinction could determine functional redundancy on ecological timescales.
Depending on the choice of functions, a distinction between functional community structure and composition within functional groups can yield important insight into biogeochemistry and community assembly mechanisms. Indeed, metabolic pathways involved in energy transduction can be strongly coupled to certain environmental factors and elemental cycles [5] [6] [7] 33 , and can appear decoupled from particular taxonomic assemblages 10, 14, 77 . Similar observations are known from macrobial ecology 93 , which has had a long history of describing community structure in terms of guilds, lifeforms and strategies, all of which may be considered analogous to metabolic functional groups in microbes. More recently, there have been calls to entirely abandon modelling macroscopic communities in terms Nature ecOlOgy & evOlutiON of species, but instead to focus on functional traits 94 . Reducing microbial communities to energy-transducing metabolic functions, and investigating functional redundancy with respect to these functions, may thus also be a fruitful approach for microbial ecology.
Beyond metabolic niche effects, several additional mechanisms, such as predation and antibiotic warfare, can modulate the taxonomic composition of microbial communities over space and time, even if the activity of certain metabolic functions is strongly conserved. It is clear that this apparent decoupling between function and taxonomy is not the simple result of stochastic ecological drift within functional groups. How and under which conditions various mechanisms lead to this decoupling, and what determines the extent of functional redundancy in microbial systems, are becoming central questions in ecology.
